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Introduction:
Lunar Laser Ranging (LLR)
provides information on lunar geophysics and geodesy,
physics, and terrestrial geodesy [1]. Modern ranges are
fit with a weighted rms residual of 9 mm. Part of this
scatter is due to the finite size of the retroreflecting
arrays. Ranging to larger (10 cm) single Next
Generation Laser Ranging (NGLR) corner cubes can
reduce this scatter [2].
Five lunar sites have retroreflecting arrays
composed of multiple small corner cubes. The position
of the Earth in the lunar sky varies about ±0.1 radians in
longitude and latitude (optical librations). The finite size
of the arrays with the optical librations cause the ranges
of individual photons to scatter by several cm about the
mean range. NGLR corner cubes would make this
geometric scatter zero.
Robotic Commercial Lander Payload Service
(CLPS) and Lunar Geophysical Network (LGN)
missions, plus manned Artemis missions will land on
the Moon during the next decade. These missions can
carry NGLR corner cubes.
Simulations: We considered existing data plus 6 yr
of simulated data to (NGLR) corner cubes at Mare
Crisium (CRS) in the northeast, plus sites in the
northwest (NW), southwest (SW), and south pole (SP).
There were 9 combinations of reflectors: the 4 sites
separately (plus existing data), 3 pairs of the non-polar
sites, the 3 non-polar sites together, and all 4 sites
together. The 4 range accuracy levels are: 1) no
improvement over existing accuracies (very
pessimistic), 2) expected accuracies with existing
ranging equipment and data analysis model, 3) 1.5 mm
scatter that would require improvements in equipment
and model, and 4) sub-mm scatter that would require
large improvements in equipment and model.
Results: The earliest result from a new reflector is
its position. 1 or 2 months of data yield 3-dimensional
submeter accuracy positions with respect to the center
of mass and principal axes. The use of the existing
reflector locations for lunar geodesy is described in [3].
Compared to uncertainties from existing data
analyses, major improvements would be made in the
displacement Love numbers h2 and l2. One or more
southern sites are most helpful since the existing LLR
sites are equatorial and north of the equator.
For 3 non-polar sites with level 2 ranges the
improvement is a factor of 2 whereas all 4 sites give a
factor of 4 improvement.

The improvements in horizontal Love number l 2 is
similar to vertical Love number h2 but not identical.
Lunar science parameters include tidal energy
dissipation at several periods, dissipation at the fluidcore/solid-mantle boundary (CMB), and flattening of
the CMB. For =(C−A)/B and =(B−A)/C, where
A<B<C are the lunar principal moments of inertia,
parameter  is aided by a large north-south spread and 
is aided by a large east-west spread. SW and SP aid the
former and CRS and NW or SW aid the latter.
There are also parameters for the equivalence
principle and gravitational constant times mass (GM) of
Earth+Moon. The former needs improved range
accuracy for a strong improvement in uncertainty.
Summary: Placing 10 cm corner cubes at widely
separated CLPS, LGN, and Artemis sites would reduce
uncertainties of science parameters including
displacement Love numbers h2 and l2, tidal dissipation
at several frequencies, fluid-core/solid-mantle boundary
(CMB) dissipation and flattening, and moment of inertia
combinations  and . Submeter accuracy coordinates
of a new reflector would be available with 1 or 2 months
of data. Other benefits include gravitational physics
equivalence principle and geodetic precession; Earth
science including terrestrial tidal dissipation, ranging
station positions and motions, the orientation of the
Earth in space: the precession and obliquity rates and
nutations;
and
astronomical
constants
with
GM(Earth+Moon).
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